Avoiding pitfalls in gene (co)expression meta-analysis.
Differential gene expression analysis between healthy and diseased groups is a widely used approach to understand the molecular underpinnings of disease. A wide variety of experimental and bioinformatics techniques are available for this type of analysis, yet their impact on the reliability of the results has not been systematically studied. We performed a large scale comparative analysis of clinical expression data, using several background corrections and differential expression metrics. The agreement between studies was analyzed for study pairs of same cancer type, of different cancer types, and between cancer and non-cancer studies. We also replicated the analysis using differential coexpression. We found that agreement of differential expression is primarily dictated by the microarray platform, while differential coexpression requires large sample sizes. Two studies using different differential expression metrics may show no agreement, even if they agree strongly using the same metric. Our analysis provides practical recommendations for gene (co)expression analysis.